Vibration effects on dissolution tests with USP apparatuses 1 and 2.
Dissolution testing is of primary importance for drug formulation and quality control. Many sources of variability are accounted for in the apparatus' mechanical calibration process; the effect of vibration on dissolution tests is not well understood in that the test's tolerance for environmental vibration with respect to magnitude or frequency is largely unknown. In this study, USP Apparatuses 1 and 2 were used. Dissolution profiles were obtained for both disintegrating and nondisintegrating tablets. In separate experiments, a lab vacuum pump or a lab mixer, both commonly used in laboratories, was used to generate vibration during dissolution runs with vibration parameters being recorded at a location close to the dissolution vessels. Disintegrating tablets were found to be sensitive to induced vibrations with both the paddle and basket methods. Average dissolution results for nondisintegrating tablets were not sensitive to the studied vibrations; however, variability of the results increased in some cases. The dissolution profiles suggest that the vibration effects on paddle and basket method occur through different mechanisms. The importance of vibration to dissolution test results depends on the vibration source, product being tested and the apparatus type.